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Recently Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) has emerged in the Architecture-Engineering-Construc-
tion (AEC) industry to assist designers in making the design process more efficient, by achieving more design al-
ternatives in less time. Currently, MDO is developed with software tools that work together and automatically.
However, the technical requisites to develop MDO using Process Integration and Design Optimization (PIDO)
platforms are not clearly specified in the design optimization literature. There are many difficulties not covered
by the literature: especially the tools' behavior, and the strategies to deal with PIDO. To determine the technical
requirements, the tools' behavior, the challenges of interoperability and viable strategies, we reviewed the liter-
ature and tested five tools. This paper presents the main behavior of the tools we studied, and explains the chal-
lenges and strategies to develop MDO through PIDO. We observed three technical tool requisites: component
interoperability, tool automation, and model parameterization capabilities. We detected low openness levels of
the tool interfaces that did not always enable a full integration with PIDO or permit access to model properties.
The scarcity of commands and the presence of pop-upmenus impededperforming analyses automatically.More-
over, most of the tools did not allow parametric associations among components, compatibility among them-
selves or the addition of custom components. The strategies proposed focused on testing the tool interfaces, to
validate that each computational process runs automatically, and to confirm that parametric relationships and
components are possible. The tools tested were not specifically designed to include full capability to work with
PIDO, therefore, enhancementswould be needed tomeet the three requisites: component interoperability, auto-
mation and parameterization. Technological, documentation and programming challenges also emerged when
working with tools. We demonstrated that only certain tools can be used with a PIDO platform. However,
there may be still other requisites for MDO using different methods that can become the focus of future work.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The design of a building is a creative and complex process that
involves multiple conflicting criteria. In addition, for traditional
methods of design optimization, the iterative and generative nature of
design can prove quite time-consuming [1]. These methods require te-
diousmanual iterations that arewasteful and should be avoided ormin-
imized [2]. Thus, the number of options and the exploration of the
design domain are limited because of the time and resources consumed
in these iterative cycles. This is why computing methods can provide a
partial solution for such a complex design process, specifically to be
used in activities related to the generation and assessment of design
options.
One of the computing approaches to ameliorate this problem is the
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) method [3–6]. MDO has
been successfully used for several years by the aerospace and
automotive industries [7,8]. Multidisciplinary optimization is, however,
a more recent approach in the Architecture-Engineering-Construction
(AEC) industry and therefore, it cannot be appropriately used in
most stages of building design. After the initial creative part of the
design process, however, MDO can be applied to accelerate the
search and assessment of design options, two processes that would be
very difficult to achieve by human efforts. MDO starts from a model
previously resolved by designers and an optimization problem clearly
defined.

MDO is a formal methodology for the design of complex systems
that explores interaction of various disciplines. It is an optimization
method that addresses the design problem by decomposing it into
smaller multidisciplinary parts. MDO is based on a decomposition prin-
ciple that divides the main problem into several sub-problems. The de-
sign problem is then tackled by analyzing the inter-relationship,
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represented by variables, among the different sub-problems [4]. MDO
utilizes optimization algorithms and multidisciplinary analyses to ex-
plore the design domain by modifying a virtual model parametrically.
The aim of MDO is to find the optimal or near-optimal design that sat-
isfies the multidisciplinary objectives and meets the given constraints.
1.1. Main tools to perform MDO in the AEC industry

MDO is accomplished by several types of software tools. Some of
these types are optimization platforms, such as Process Integration
and Design Optimization (PIDO); modeling tools, such as Computer-
Aided Design (CAD); Building Information Modeling (BIM); Parametric
Modeling (PM) tools and analysis tools, such as structural analysis, en-
ergy simulation, cost analysis, and so on. This section describes these
tools.

PIDO is a software family that has been used in other domains, such
as the manufacturing and aerospace industries. Recently, it has also
been used by some AEC researchers aiming to achieve MDO. PIDO
helps to facilitate and automate the integration and interoperability of
software applications involved in simulation tasks. PIDO utilizes simula-
tionworkflows [9] in order to optimize one ormore aspects of a product
design. It is also a tool for the processmodeling environment (PME) [10]
because it can integrate components to create a unique process model.

CAD is the use of computer systems and software to create, modify,
and analyze designs. CAD implements digital graphics in the system
alongwith an application to facilitate projects [11]. This type of software
works with both 2D and 3D representations and is broadly used in the
engineering and architecture domain. In the AEC industry, CAD is
used to create blueprints and 3D visualizations of a project (e.g., a
building).

BIM is a Parametric Modeling technology which includes a set of
processes to produce, communicate, analyze and manage building
models [12]. BIM contains building information and parametric links
as part of a 3D model that could be contained in a database, a spread-
sheet, a text file or a schedule [13]. The stored information covers the
whole life cycle of the building. The parametric rules are embedded in
elements. These rules deliver intelligence to themodel because they re-
configure it and allow for modifying elements and updating the model
views automatically when a change occurs. The BIM approach works
with real building elements. These elements behave according to their
function in the building. For example, a wall has height, thickness,
finishing and other non-geometrical properties such as cost, fire-resis-
tance rating, compression strength, and so on, all of which are
established through its parameters.

Parametric Modeling tools, also called generative design tools or
semi-open platforms [14], are different from the CAD systems and BIM
tools and are quite flexible computational applications. Within them,
the user is able to create his own geometry with parametric rules
through scripts that are visually supported. Characteristically, paramet-
ric relations among the model's elements are shown in a symbolic dia-
gram. These tools are mostly used to work with conceptual design.
During this phase, they allow for the creation of extremely complex ge-
ometry. With these tools, the user initially spends more time establish-
ing the parametric rules in the model. However, once these rules are
captured, the model's manipulation and the creation of alternative de-
signs are easy and rapid. Parametric design relies on the ability to
change an object's properties numerically without the need to redraw
[15].

Other analysis tools are used in the AEC industry; among them, the
structural, energy and cost analysis tools are used in MDO research.
These tools are very diverse and have evolved from isolated models to
analytical 3Dmodels. Some of these tools allow the exchange of models
that hail from CAD or BIM tools, which is achieved through standards
such as the Industry Foundation Class (IFC), Drawing (DWG), and
Green Building Extensible Markup Language (gbXML).
1.2. Successful applications of MDO in the AEC industry

A way to improve the design process is by working with computing
tools that accelerate multi-disciplinary processes. In the literature, au-
thors consider the use of standard data schemes such as IFC, gbXML or
text files to transfer information from one tool to another during the de-
sign process. Examples of the use of these standards can be found in nu-
merous texts [16–20]. While the use of standard schemes is widely
used, it only solves the exploration of design alternatives with the de-
signer intervention to prepare files and geometric models and to oper-
ate calculation models [21]. In addition, an IFC schema is not sufficient
for interoperability [22] mainly because of the inconsistency among ap-
plications [21]. Moreover, the IFC standards do not support Parametric
Modeling according to Steel et al. [23], who explained that supporting
Parametric Modeling into the IFC language would entail significant re-
work of the IFC standard.

Beyond the data schemas, the MDO concept and its methodology
have been used in manufacturing and aerospace industries to optimize
product design [7,8]. Few examples of its application, however, have
been shown in the AEC industry because MDO is basically at the re-
search stage in this industry. One problem to implement MDO is the
complexity that involves skills such as programming and an advanced
use of information technologies. These skills are uncommon among ar-
chitects, engineers and tool users [3]. Recent studies in this field have
been carried out by other authors. For example, Marzouk and Abubakr
[24] proposed a model called TCrane_Opt that could optimize the loca-
tion of a group of tower cranes in construction sites, thus minimizing
the total cost of the tower crane and maximizing its utilization. They
also used a BIM model to extract information for the optimization and
clash detection processes. Ibrahim et al. [25] developed a model of site
facilities to ensure a realistic approach to construction site layout prob-
lems. They used optimization algorithms to work with static and dy-
namic shapes within Grasshopper® and Rhinoceros®. Faghihi et al.
[26] used a BIMmodel as an input to find the trade-off relationship be-
tween predefined objectives, such as time cost and job-site movements
of a construction project. Dino [27] presented a novel approach to the
3D space layout problem through an Evolutionary Architectural Space
Layout Explorer (EASE) tool that facilitates the optimization and explo-
ration of 3D space layouts to satisfy constraints of space overlaps and
empty areas: size, geometry placement and topology relations. Chardon
et al. [28] coupled a Non Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NASGA2) to an in-
tegrated design tool via data exchange. These authors implemented op-
timization to minimize global construction costs and energy
performance for dwellings. Ferrara et al. [29] coupled a generic optimi-
zation tool (GenOpt®) to a Transient System Simulation Tool
(TRNSYS®) to study how the energy system affects the technical and
economic optimal design solutions of the building in two different cli-
mate conditions.

MDOhas beenmainly performed throughmultidisciplinary process-
es that use heterogeneous computational tools, which are coupled to
each other or to optimizing platforms. These platforms generate a single
process environment, in which an optimization routine simulates anal-
yses on geometrical models. This single process environment is usually
called Process Integration and Design Optimization (PIDO), which con-
tains several optimization algorithms that allow rapidly exploring de-
sign alternatives and performing tradeoffs in order to select them.
Researchers have used PIDO for MDO research. For example, Welle et
al. [16] created an optimizationmethodology called ThermalOpt to per-
formMDOwith BIM tools (Digital Project) focused on energy optimiza-
tion. This research coupled several simulation tools in an optimization
routine within PIDO to overcome the technical barriers of the applica-
tions' separated file formats. The barriers were the inconsistences and
interoperability issues among the architectural, structural and energy
models. The exchange of data was based on IFC files. Basbagill et al.
[30] presented a case study that integratedMDOwith conceptual build-
ing design to feedback designers after decisions. They decreased the



Table 1
Summary of literature review on MDO research in the AEC industry.

Reference MDO Tools used Disciplines studied Coupling method Tool integration
challenges and
strategies

Detail of the
coupling

MDO
requirements

BIM PIDO PM
tools

Structural
tool

Mathematical
tools

Energy
tool

Structural Energy Architecture Sustainable
Design

Cost MEP Urbanism

[3] X X X X X X X X Macro input file, batch
file

Experts for wrapping – Barely
mentioned

[31] X X X X X X Plug-in to pass
information

– – –

[32] X X X X X DOS® batch file Customized codes – –
[16] X X X X X X Plug-ins, wrappers Long time,

interoperability issues
– –

[17] X X X X X Interoperability features
without wrapping

– – –

[18] X X X X Text file – – –
[33] X X X X X X – – – –
[34] X X X X X – – – –
[35] X X X X – – – –
[36] X X X X – – – –
[37] X X X – – – –
[38] X X X X X – – – –
[20] X X X X X Script file, batch file – Generically

mentioned
–

[19] X X X Text file – – –
[39] X X X – – – –
[40] X X X – – – –
[30] X X X X X X X – – – –
[41] X X X X X X – – – –
[42] X X X X X X Plug-in Interoperability issues – –
[43] X X X X X X – – – –
[44] X X X X X – – – –
[45] X X X – Interoperability

challenges
– –

[24] X X X – – – –
[25] X X X X – – – –
[26] X X X X – – – –
[27] X X X – – – –
[28] X X X X X Ontology rules for

databases
– – –

[29] X X X X X X Manual editing of input
text files

Issues with the existing
wrapper

– –
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carbon footprint and showed that the automated sequential feedback
method could accommodate multiple objectives. The optimization rou-
tine was implemented by integrating seven software components to a
PIDO platform.

A summary of our literature review on recent MDO research in the
AEC industry is shown in Table 1, which summarizes the tools used by
the authors, the disciplines involved in the optimization study, the cou-
pling method, the challenges and strategies for tool's integration, the
detail of the coupling and MDO requirements.
Fig. 1. Three-phase research methodology. RM: Research methods.
1.3. Research problem and objective

Tool integration is a crucial issue in MDO. As can be observed in
Table 1, it involves working with heterogeneous software that has
been developed by different people at different times, using different
methods, depending on the type of tool. Furthermore, these tools may
have different functionality, scope and mode of interaction with the
user. While these tools have been coupled in MDO research, only
some authors have mentioned some of the coupling methods such as
Batch Processing (BP), file scripting or the use of plug-ins to import
and export information. Several authors e.g., [3,16,31,42] used plug-
ins to couple the tools to a PIDO environment, while other authors
e.g., [3,20,32] used BP and text files as the coupling method. Negendahl
[45] mentioned three methods of coupling between tools: combined
model, central model and distributed model, of which only the distrib-
uted model method refers to the integration of computational tools.
Flager et al. [3] mentioned that the only requirement is that the tool
runs in Batch Mode, however, this is only one method for coupling
tools. The authors did not explain what happened during the coupling
process in terms of the technological implications of the integration,
the tool's behavior and their requisites for coupling or the best strategies
and challenges experienced in integration. Although various authors
e.g., [16,42,45] faced interoperability challenges when exchanging
data and format issues, these challenges referred to an imprecise data
conversion and the long time spent preparingmodels, but not to tool in-
tegration. There may be additional technical requisites for MDO, other
than coupling, that have not been studied in the literature.

In fact, the basic requisites to develop MDO using PIDO platforms
and the challenges that designers can face during its implementation
are not clear. Finally, design optimization literature has revealed only
few strategies to develop MDO, which provide little help for its use
and implementation by AEC companies. Therefore, if MDO is to be im-
plemented in the AEC industry, these challenges and strategies need
to be elaborated.

In summary, while there are significant contributions to MDO re-
search; there is only a limited description of the technical requisites to
perform it through PIDO. There is no clear explanation of tool capabili-
ties compared to these requisites, the coupling methods for these
tools with PIDO, the general considerations, the challenges faced, or
the strategies to follow.

The specific findings obtained by theMDO literature reviewwere as
follows:

• The basic requisites for developingMDOusing PIDO are scarcelymen-
tioned. Although both part of the technical requisites for MDO and
other requisites regarding the optimization process have been men-
tioned, further research is necessary to understand how MDO func-
tions in PIDO platforms

• Only some researchers have utilized optimization platforms, while
other researchers integrate the design process by exchanging data
through standard files such as IFC or gbXML

• The coupling strategies among ITs are not explained in most articles
nor are the capabilities of the software tools

• The researchers have failed to explain the challenges faced and the ca-
pabilities that tools must have.
• In some cases, there is a lack of tool integration in the optimization
processes

The current literature does not solve these issues and still leaves
these questions:What are the technical requisites for basic tools to per-
formMDO using PIDO? Could any AEC tool work with a PIDO platform?
What challenges will be faced when working with PIDO? What strate-
gies should be used in order to work with PIDO?

The contribution of our work is to answer the above questions and
test our hypothesis: that any AEC tool can work within PIDO to develop
MDO. First, our findings should help design researchers to simplify the
process of tool selection and second, they also will help researchers to
be aware of the basic aspects to consider when working on an MDO
framework.

This paper is structured as follows: first, it describes themethodolo-
gy employed to determine basic tool requisites to perform MDO using
PIDO, evaluate the AEC tools against the technical requisites and simu-
late a design process within PIDO. Later, it presents the main results di-
vided into five sections: the tool requisites to develop MDO with PIDO,
the behavior, strengths and weaknesses of the AEC tools versus the
technical requisites, the challenges faced, and general successful strate-
gies to develop work with PIDO. Finally, it offers a conclusion and rec-
ommendations for future work.

2. Research methodology

One way to develop MDO is through the use of PIDO tools linked to
other conventional tools. However, in the literature, the technical tool
requisites to work with PIDO are not clear. The main purpose of this re-
search is to determine these requisites, demonstrate the tool capabili-
ties with respect to these requisites, and demonstrate that tools work
in a design simulation routinewithin PIDO before performing optimiza-
tion. Consequently, a three-phasemethodologywas designed and is ex-
plained in this section (Fig. 1).

2.1. Phase one

In order towork fromPIDO, itwas necessary to know the capabilities
of the tools. One way to meet these requirements was by directly
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selecting and exploring the tools and also reviewing literature. There-
fore, this phase consisted of two steps: preliminary selection of AEC
tools and determination of tool requisites for PIDO and MDO. For the
preliminary selection, we sought and initially selected five tools based
on two criteria: initial features and academic availability. There were
three types of tools: two of them belonged to BIM: Autodesk® Revit®
and Bentley® AECOsim Building Designer™; two belonged to structural
analysis tools: Bentley® StaadPro® and Autodesk® Robot™, and the
last of them was a PM tool: Bentley® GenerativeComponents®. The
PIDO platform was ModelCenter® from Phoenix Integration®. Our se-
lection was based on the tool features that were grouped according
the type of tool. These features are shown in Table 2. Fortunately,
these tools were readily available them by means of academic agree-
ments. Once the tools were selected, we could fully explore them. Addi-
tionally, the determination of tool requisites for PIDO and MDO
permitted the evaluation of the pre-selected tools according to these
requisites. The results of this phase are explained further in the results
section.

2.2. Phase two

The second phase was not determined until the MDO requisites –
component interoperability, automation of tool tasks, and model pa-
rameterization -were identified at the end of thefirst phase. The second
phase was designed to individually test each of the five AEC tools in
order to discover their capabilities based on these three requisites and
to test the initial hypothesis of this research. We developed testing of
component interoperability, automation and parameterization for the
five preselected tools. After the testing, we finally were able to select
the best tools, those that met all the requisites.

2.3. Phase three

The purpose of this phase was not to develop MDO yet, but to show
that the tools finally selected worked together in a design simulation
routine within PIDO. For this purpose, a process model was created
within PIDO in order to observe and validate that the process started;
the tools performed their corresponding analysis; datawere transferred
from one tool to another; tools interpreted the data transferred and
used them correctly; and finally, the expected outputs were produced
by the simulation. This process involved working with three tools in
one environment: one design tool, one structural tool and a PIDO tool.
The process was applied to a concrete frame involving architectural di-
mensions of the frame, structural analysis and cost disciplines. Then a
Table 2
Features for initial selection according to tool type.

Type of tool Features considered for initial selection

BIM tools (Revit® and AECOsim
Building Designer™)

* contain architectural, structural, mechanical
and electrical disciplines
* can create IFC files
* have APIs
* have embedded analyses such as clash
detection
* have links with structural analysis tools

PM tool
(GenerativeComponents®)

* converts own models to IFC and CAD formats
* has an API
* can integrate with AECOsim Building Designer
™

Structural tools (Robot®,
StaadPro®)

* have direct links with their corresponding BIM
tools (Revit®-Robot™; AECOsim Building
Designer™-StaadPro®)
* have APIs

PIDO platform (ModelCenter®) * has a variety of optimization algorithms for
MDO
* is supported by a technical team
* has different wrapping methods available
* has an API
change on the frame's dimensions was applied in order to observe the
coordination of these disciplines within the process model.

3. Results and discussion

MDO is important in the AEC industry. However, the lack of explicit
technical requisites has made it difficult to implement through PIDO by
integrating modeling and analysis tools. This challenge motivated us to
complete the three-phasemethodology and obtain results onMDO req-
uisites and tool evaluation. This sectionwill present these results in five
parts. First, there is a description of the tools' required capabilities to
achieve MDO: component interoperability, tool automation, and
model parameterization. Second, there is a summary of the behavior,
the strengths and weaknesses of AEC tools studied according to the
MDO requisites in themethodology's second phase. Third, a design pro-
cess model within a PIDO platform to simulate the multidisciplinary in-
teractions among the architectural, structural and costing disciplines is
shown. Fourth, the challenges to meet the requisites of MDO are clari-
fied. And finally, we propose some strategies to successfully prepare a
workable environment for MDO.

3.1. Results of phase one: description of the tools required capabilities for
MDO

Working with PIDO requires its integration with different tools
through a means of communication that is not clear in the MDO litera-
ture. In fact, tool exploration was often necessary to discover the other
requisites to performMDO; and we also needed to examine more liter-
ature from computing science. For the literature review, we studied ar-
ticles on interoperability; we also searched for tool integration and
modes of interactionwith the tools in their official forums, and searched
for wrapping methods in the documentation of PIDO. From these
searches, we could finally summarize fragmented information regard-
ing interoperability and tool integration. In addition, in order to explore
the AEC tools, we searched for manipulation methods of their elements
in 3D models and learned how to perform specific analyses, how to
work with associative relationships among elements of a model, and fi-
nally, how to control the tools without human intervention. As a result
of this step, we defined three technical requisites for the tools: compo-
nent interoperability, tasks and analyses automation, andmodel param-
eterization: capabilities that the tools must meet. This section discusses
these capabilities in detail.

3.1.1. Component interoperability
After reviewing the interoperability literature, as the first result, we

found that the term “integration” has a technical synonym: “component
interoperability”. This concept is one of the key elements forMDO and is
essential for integrating software components with PIDO platforms. It
could be understood as the ability of two or more entities to communi-
cate and cooperate with each other without considering the imple-
mented language, execution environment, and model abstraction
differences [46]. For us in the AEC context, it is the integration of sepa-
rately developed software components so that they can interact. PIDO
platformsworkwithin a component interoperability framework to inte-
grate computational tools such as modeling and analysis tools. Compo-
nent interoperability is developed through the applications' interfaces:
Application Programming Interface (API) and/or BP but they must be
controlled externally: fromwithin third-party applications and/orWin-
dows® Command Line Interface (CLI), respectively. These two types of
interfaces are discussed in this section.

3.1.1.1. Component Interoperability through API. The tools are developed
by different people and have different API types. Each API type depends
on the middleware technology used. Middleware is based on various
standards that allow component interoperability. These standards
have given rise to open APIs. This subsection is divided into five
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paragraphs that explain the concept of middleware, its purpose and el-
ements, types of middleware and architecture technologies, and its
interfaces.

Middleware is a key element thatmakes component interoperability
possible through an API [10,45]. Middleware has been defined in at least
three ways. According to Madiajagan and Vijayakumar [46], it is a uni-
versal communication bus and the “glue” of any information system. It
also refers to a software set that allows communication and information
exchange between client and server components, as well as organizing
such exchange [46]. Additionally, it is a software layer that is located be-
tween the operating system and the application. It provides reusable
well known solutions to frequently occurring problems such as hetero-
geneity, interoperability, security, and dependence.

The main purpose of middleware is to overcome the heterogeneity
of distributed infrastructure by a well-defined and structured program-
ming model [45,47] (Fig. 2). This structured programming model de-
fines five elements [46,47]:

○ An Interface Description Language (IDL) that is used for specifying
data types and interfaces of networked software resources

○ A high-level addressing scheme based on the underlying network
addressing scheme for locating resources.

○ An interaction paradigm and semantics for achieving coordination
○ A transport/session protocol for achieving communication among

components
○ A naming/discovery protocol, naming/description convention, regis-

try structure, and matching relation for publishing and discovering
the resources available in the given network.

Issarny et al. [47] mentioned five types of middleware: transactional,
tuplespace-based, remote procedure calls, object-oriented and service-
oriented. According to these authors, object-oriented and service-orient-
ed middleware apply to component interoperability. These types of
middleware have evolved from remote procedure calls (RPC) to the Ob-
ject-Oriented Programming (OOP). They permit the user to reference re-
mote objects and call operations in them [48]. We focused on these two
types ofmiddleware. They rely on standards that are the foundation of in-
teroperability. According to these standards, there are several types of ar-
chitecture technologies that define Object-Oriented Middleware [49]:

■ COM™, DCOM™, COM™+: The Component Object Model (COM™)
[50] from Microsoft® is strongly relied on the Microsoft®'s operat-
ing systems. COM™ components are declared using a Microsoft®
IDL (MIDL®) that supports the description of COM™ components
classes and interfaces. Unlike CORBA®, the interfaces only define
methods. Properties are declared using get and set methods. These
methods define special attached attributes. MIDL utilizes its own
type of system based on C system. Components are usually imple-
mented by C++ classes or by another language that supports
COM™.
Fig. 2.Middleware overcomes heterogeneit
■ CORBA®: Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA®)
[51] provides objects' infrastructure that can interoperate among
different software and hardware products. A CORBA® object is de-
clared by writing an IDL file. This file contains the object's interface
definition. This interface takes the definitions of an object's opera-
tions and attributes. The IDL file is compiled by an IDL compiler
that generates client stubs and server skeletons for a given language.
IDL has its own system which is broadly based on C++. The model
communication of CORBA® is based on object invocation. These ob-
jects can be local or remote.

■ EJB™: The Enterprise JavaBeans™ (EJB™) [52] is a server-side com-
ponent architecture. The purpose of EJB™ is to simplify the creation
of distributed component applications in Java. These applications
can be coded without writing a complex distributed component
framework. EJB™ supports portability and reusability of applications
across any middleware services. The EJB™ implementation consists
of Java classes that are deployed in a container on an application
server. Clients use an enterprise bean's home and remote interface
to invoke its methods. The home interface definesmethods to create
or to look up component instances. The remote interface provides
access to a given instance.

An interface is a collection of possible functions to specify a software
unit's services through its operations [46] and is a key element for
middleware technology. Depending on this technology, the interfaces
are developed with a specific IDL such as OMG® IDL for CORBA®,
Microsoft® IDL for COM™, Java™ interface for Remote Method Invoca-
tion (RMI), and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) for web
services, and all interfaces have distinct degrees of openness: closed
and opened. Closed APIs are limited only to certain functionality. This
functionality depends upon the developer. In some cases, they do not
allow external control of their application. In contrast, the development
of open APIs is based on open standards that permit access to greater
application functionality which can be externally controlled. Comput-
er-aided process engineering (CAPE)-OPEN is a key example of an
open interface and standard technology for interoperability and engi-
neering process integration with software components. CAPE is an ab-
stract specification that can be subsequently implemented in COM™,
CORBA®, and NET™ to bridge tools. It allows one to achieve interoper-
ability and towrap toolswith third party software. This is a standardiza-
tion effort to achieve actual connections (plug & play) among software
components of processes simulation and environments [53].

3.1.1.2. Component Interoperability through Batch Processing. Batch Pro-
cessing (BP) is another type of interface to achieve component interop-
erability. It is still active in many applications and is the execution of a
tool without human intervention for repetitive and large amounts of in-
formation. BP is developed through scripts. The next two paragraphs ex-
plain the BP concept and its functionality.
y among tools (Adapted from [45,47]).
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BP or Batch Mode (BM) means executing an application with mini-
mal or no Graphic User Interface (GUI). Hence, when running, it does
not request data entry or directions from the user. BP is used to auto-
matically develop repetitive tasks and to process large amounts of infor-
mation in order to avoid human errors and save time. Repetitive tasks
are usually tedious, time consuming, and performed on several steps.
Conversely, large amounts of information becomeunmanageable if per-
formed manually.

The functionality of BP depends on the tool. In some tools, it is used
to print and update file versions; but in others, it executes scripts of
commands and macros. Scripts are generally text files that contain in-
structions and can be run fromwithin other applications. These instruc-
tions can be predefined lists of commands or complex macros.
Sometimes, scripts are text files that contain recorded user actions
that create the geometric model and can be modified and then run via
BP to perform an analysis or implement a change in a model. They
also can be run from within other applications to perform component
interoperability.

3.1.2. Tool Automation
Inmany computing tools, the user needs to click icons and enter data

manually to perform tasks using theGUI. In anMDO context, in contrast,
there is no human interventionwhen developing a repetitive workflow
to create and analyze design scenarios. Hence, we found that tool auto-
mation was another requisite for working in a MDO framework. For
some authors, component interoperability and automation were part
of the concept “integration”. This research, however, considered them
as independent concepts because a tool can be automated but, at
times, this automation cannot be controlled externally. Automation
can be achieved using a workflow executed automatically; in which
the tools must be automated separately by distinct methods: a com-
mand line, text files and/or macros. These methods are tightly related
to the tools' interfaces and this section explains them in the following
three paragraphs.

Tools that have a command line interface at times can execute chains
of commands simultaneously. It permits the performance of specific ac-
tions on certain components in a model or triggers a general analysis
such as: 4D, clash detection, structural and so on by pressing only one
key. It avoids use of the GUI and allows commands to be manipulated
using BP or an API.

Some tools do not have a command line interface but they possess
text files that record all or most of the user actions. These files can be
modified in a text editor and then run via BP as arguments after the ex-
ecution path of the application. This method permits making modifica-
tions on a 3D model and performing analyses.

Additionally, there are tools with a macro editor. The macro editor
permits the application to perform analysis and execute repetitive ac-
tions automatically. The macro editor allows writing and/or recording
a sequence of actions performed by the userwith theGUI. This sequence
can be adapted programmatically to meet specific functions. At times a
macro can run, and arguments can be passed to the macro through the
command line interface.

3.1.3. Model Parameterization
After experimenting with tools and reviewing the literature, we

found that parameterization is another key requisite to develop MDO,
and it can be achieved through ParametricModeling. ParametricModel-
ing implies change [15]. It enables the designers to create complex
forms and designs with precise control by establishing hierarchical as-
sociations among discrete parts [15] and to create and explore design
options from a “parametric model”. In MDO, the design options must
be made coherent by means of the relationships and connections
among all of their parts because nohuman intervention is present to ad-
just the relationships of a model when the optimization routine is exe-
cuted. For coherence in design options, tools must have four Parametric
Modeling capabilities: parameters' creation and modification, inclusion
of complex logic and rules in parameters, creation of associations
among components by their parameters, and creation of custom para-
metric components. These capabilities are explained in this section.

Tools should allow the creation of both general and specific param-
eters that represent a model's information. General parameters belong
to the whole model and can represent a general behavior. In contrast,
specific parameters belong to a particular model's components and
can affect both the overall model as well as other component parame-
ters. These two types of parameters can store geometrical or non-geo-
metrical information. Geometrical information refers to dimensions of
components and their parts. Non-geometrical information refers to
characteristics such as strength, cost, specifications, and insulation rate.

Parameters should permit the user to store not only a single value
but also complex logic to determine a series of values depending upon
input values of other parameters. This logic is referred to programmatic
decision rules. These rules help determine a parameter's value and auto-
matically coordinate model changes.

The creation of parametric associations among elements is crucial to
maintain model coherence. Coherence refers to the logical, well-orga-
nized and harmonic associations among a model's components. It is
necessary when an optimization algorithm modifies the value of some
parameters that directly affect the geometry or other properties of par-
ticular components and when they are associated with others. For ex-
ample, if a wall is connected to a slab, when the wall's length changes,
the slab's span must change as well.

Finally, the creation of custom parametric content is required be-
cause there can be many components and building parts not included
in the parametric families of the tools. Moreover, the existing compo-
nents might not contain all of the parameters and behavior required
by the designers.

3.2. Results of phase two: behavior of the five AEC tools in achieving MDO

Upon concluding phase two, we discovered that the five tools tested
behaved differently and had strengths and weaknesses in terms of the
three requisites established for MDO: component interoperability, tool
automation, and parameterization. Some AEC tools did not possess full
capabilities to work within PIDO. This section explains the behavior,
strengths and weaknesses of these tools.

3.2.1. Behavior of the AEC tools tested against MDO requisites using PIDO
Of the five tools studied – AECOsim Building Designer™, Revit®,

GenerativeComponents®, StaadPro®, and Robot™ – we selected only
two tools for working with ModelCenter®: GenerativeComponents®
and Robot™. This selectionwas based on the different behavior and dis-
tinct strengths (Section 3.2.2) of these tools in terms of component in-
teroperability, tool automation and parameterization. Some had a
broader scope than others because they had more capabilities in each
of the three categories. Others had limited or no capabilities in some
of the categories such as tool automation and parameterization, respec-
tively. These differences are explained in each following testing.

3.2.1.1. Component Interoperability testing. There were four tests applied
to the tools in order to knowwhether they could be integrated into the
MC. These tests included searching for the type of non-graphical inter-
face and programming language, verifying the external control of the
tool, evaluation of the degree of openness of the tool interfaces and
seeking themost efficientwrappingmethod for each tool. Table 3 states
the purpose of these tests.

The tools had different interfaces and programming languages,
degrees of interface openness and integration methods with PIDO.
Each tool had an API, however, these APIs were based on different
programming languages: Visual Basic for Applications® (VBA®),
Visual Basic® (VB®) and C#®. Only AECOsim Building Designer™
and GenerativeComponents® consisted of a supported BP interface.
Revit® included a Journal mode similar to BP but it was not



Table 3
Purpose of the type of tests for Component Interoperability.

Type of testing for Component
Interoperability

Purpose of the testing

Search and exploration of
non-graphical interfaces

To explore the non-graphical interfaces, their
documentation

Interface openness degree To know the scope of the tool interfaces
Control of the tools from
outside

To control tools from within third-party
applications by means of the use of scripts, macros
or Batch Processing

Wrapping method for PIDO To seek the best method for coupling each tool to
PIDO
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supported by Autodesk®. These interfaces differed in their degree of
openness, meaning that the greater the openness, the greater the ex-
ternal control of the tool. For example, it was possible to control
AECOsim Building Designer™, StaadPro® and Robot™ from within
Microsoft® Excel ® (Excel®) because they had open APIs that en-
abled communication with third party applications. However, it
was not possible to fully control externally either Revit® or AECOsim
Building Designer™ through BP because these interfaces were al-
most closed and did not allow access to much of their functionality.
Finally, the tools enabled wrapping to PIDO by different methods.
AECOsim Building Designer™, StaadPro® and Robot™ were
wrapped by a script written in Excel® or in theModelCenter®'s com-
ponent script. However, GenerativeComponents® was wrapped by
BP because its API was closed (Table 6).

3.2.1.2. Automation testing. To automate actions and commands, six au-
tomation tests were identified by exploring the tools or by studying
tools' documentation. The tools were evaluated with respect to these
tests: the existence of command line interface, the possibility of running
silently, the execution of taskswith only one action, the existence of text
scripts, the existence of macro editors and the possibility of passing ar-
guments from the command line to a macro. The purpose of these tests
is shown in Table 4.

The tools studied were automated by different methods, some of
whichweremore complex than others, andwere built by assorted capa-
bilities such as command line interface (CLI), chains of commands,
script text files, macro editors and the quality of passing arguments
via CLI to macros. Only AECOsim Building Designer™ and StaadPro®
had a CLI. AECOsim Building Designer™'s CLI was internal and explicit
while StaadPro®'s CLI was externally used through Windows® CLI.
From the five tools, AECOsim Building Designer™ allowed writing
chains of commands, which aided in the concatenation of commands
to automatically perform several actions on components simultaneous-
ly. For example, moving a component and changing its properties
Table 4
Purpose of the type of tests for Automation.

Type of testing for Automation Purpose of the testing

Existence of Command Line
Interface

To run preset commands without using icons

Possibility of running silently To run a tool with its GUI closed and avoid
pop-up windows which ask for user data
input

Execution of tasks with only one
action

To perform actions using chains of
commands whose inputs are given
simultaneously and avoid pop-up windows

Existence of text scripts To automatically run script text files which
can contain a series of commands

Existence of macro editors To automate commands and actions by
means of writing or recording a macro that
executes them

Possibility of passing arguments
from the command line to
macros

To pass input data as arguments to macros
and use them within the macros' code
simultaneously could be performed by joining commands. Another ca-
pability was the use of the script text files, which stored a series of com-
mands and actions and were run via BP. They appeared in different
forms according to the tool. For instance, in AECOsim Building Design-
er™, they were batch files; in Revit®, they were journal files; and in
GenerativeComponents®, they were transaction scripts. Sometimes,
they stored and translated a complete user session via the GUI of a
tool intowritten actions that recreated thewhole session.Most of tested
tools had a macro editor, which was the most standardized method to
automate a tool. Macros were used to design and execute custom ac-
tions that did not exist in a tool via preset commands. These macros
were written in VBA® or C#® programming languages. Finally, values
were able to be passed to macros as arguments when macros ran from
CLI. These values served as input parameters, conditioned the outputs
of a macro's process, and were only present in AECOsim Building
Designer™ (Table 6).

3.2.1.3. Parameterization testing. Parameterization is essential so that
both PIDO accesses to amodel's parameters tomanipulate it and design
options are coherent when generated automatically. These parameters
can be input or output variables that show a result. Parameterization
consisted of five tests that were mainly applied to BIM and PM tools.
These testswere the creation of general parameters, the creation of spe-
cific parameters, the possibility of embedding complex rules within pa-
rameters, the possibility of parametrically associating components and
the creation of customized parametric components. The purpose of
these tests is shown in Table 5.

The five tools had distinct capabilities of parameterization. As for the
creation of general parameters, GenerativeComponents® was the most
powerful tool for creating them because it enabled the creation of global
variables. Structural analysis tools allowed the creation of these param-
eters programmatically. BIM tools did not work with general parame-
ters. Generally, all of the tools made possible the creation of
component-specific parameters. These parameters determined the
properties and behavior of specific project's components. In addition,
GenerativeComponents® supported embedding a complex logic in pa-
rameters to determine their value. These parameters were calculated
according to their rules and made a dynamic model for changes. Struc-
tural analysis tools allowed embedding complex rules and logic through
programming aswell. In BIM tools, embedded ruleswere possible in the
creation of component families. Parametric associations among compo-
nents were enabled in GenerativeComponents®, StaadPro® and Robot
™. These associations helped to maintain coherence when changes
were applied tomodels. Finally, in GenerativeComponents®, it was pos-
sible to create bespoke parametric content either graphically or pro-
grammatically. BIM tools permitted the creation of certain types of
families of accessories but not system families such as walls, beams,
Table 5
Purpose of the type of tests for Parameterization.

Type of testing for
parametrization

Purpose of the testing

Creation of general parameters To create general parameters that belong to the
whole model

Creation of specific parameters To add new parameters to components in order
to manipulate them in a 3D model

Possibility of embedding
complex rules within
parameters

To incorporate complex mathematical
expressions into the parameters of components
in a 3D model

Possibility of parametrically
associating components

To parametrically link components to maintain
coherence in a 3D model when implementing
changes to it

Creation of customized
parametric components

To create new customized parametric
components that are not included in
commercial tools
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columns, slabs, doors, windows, Mechanical-Electrical-Plumbing com-
ponents and others (Table 6).

3.2.2. Strengths and weaknesses of the AEC tools tested according to MDO
requisites

Since AEC tools tested did not fullymeet the requisites toworkwithin
a PIDOplatformand therefore to developMDO,GenerativeComponents®
and Robot™ were selected because they met most of these requisites.
This research identified some strengths and weaknesses concerning the
five tools studied so that future researchersmay consider them. This sub-
section discusses these advantages and disadvantages divided into Com-
ponent Interoperability, tool Automation and Parameterization
categories.

Most of the tools worked well when coupled to ModelCenter® and
when their models' variables were accessed from within the
ModelCenter®'s GUI through either API or BP. Those tools that had an
open interface, allowed full control from within PIDO. Nevertheless, a
commonweaknesswas the lack of official documentation about driving
the tools fromoutside. Although BIM tools had two interfaces, only their
APIs worked appropriately because BP was deficient in one of the tools
and unsupported in the other tool (Table 7).

Automationwas performed in differentways depending on the tools'
characteristics. AECOsimBuildingDesigner™, for example, hadmany re-
sources for automation: CLI, macros, arguments passed tomacros via CLI
and complex sequences of commands. GenerativeComponents® includ-
ed a transaction text file that contained all of the actions to recreate the
geometry and the model's parameters. However, for Revit®, StaadPro®
andAECOsim BuildingDesigner™, automationwas not possible because
both tools entered their interactive mode and requested user entries
through pop-up windows. This impeded a continuous workflow and
demanded user interactionwith the process. Overall, this failurewas be-
cause these tools were not able to run silently. In other cases, it was not
possible to automate all of the commands necessary to perform tasks
and analyses. (Table 8).

With regards to parameterization, the tools had very different capa-
bilities. PM and structural tools were able to fully parameterize models
by creating general and specific parameters, embedding complex rules
in themand associating the parameters' values. However, BIM tools pre-
sented some disadvantages because their parametric functionality var-
ied from one tool to another. For example, some components in
certain BIM tools behaved differently than those similar components
in another BIM tool because they had dissimilar embedded parametric
rules. Additionally, some embedded preset rules made the relations
among some components incompatible. In AECOsim Building Designer
™, there were no associative rules among certain components and
therefore they remained unlinked. In these components, it was not pos-
sible to create general project parameters such as general dimensions,
total cost, and it onlywas possible to obtain 2D parametric drawings. Fi-
nally, Revit® and AECOsim Building Designer™ did not enable the cre-
ation of system families of components (Table 9).

3.3. Results of phase three: the case study of tool integration and the simu-
lation process model within PIDO

The simulation of the processmodelwithin PIDOwith tools thatmet
the requirements in the case study gave significant results. This section
presents the criteria for the final selection of tested tools. Later, the inte-
gration of the two selected tools with PIDO and a diagram of the design
process simulation are presented. Finally, the results of the execution of
this simulation process are shown.

Only four of the five tools studied could be integrated
to ModelCenter® through their interfaces. AECOsim Building De-
signer™, StaadPro® and Robot™ were integrated via their API.
GenerativeComponents® was integrated through BP. Revit® could
not be integrated to ModelCenter® because it was not possible to
externally control the tool via any interface. However, although



Table 7
Tool capabilities in Component Interoperability.

Component Interoperability capabilities

Tested tools Strengths Weaknesses

BIM tools AECOsim Building
Designer™

*Open API facilitated external control
*Batch Processing ran each command internally
*Variables or parameters were accessed from the API

*There was little documentation on external control
*Batch Processing only worked internally but not from Windows
CLI
*GUI had to be open all the time

Revit® *Text script files (Journal files) ran externally from Windows CLI
*Semi-open API allowed controlling certain Revit's actions
externally
*Allowed accessing the DataBase from API

*Journal files did not enable running all of the functions or provide
access to the parameters
*Batch Processing was officially unsupported
*API did not allow running all of the functions and actions
*There was little official documentation on external control
*Access to the database was needed to manipulate a model

PM Tools GenerativeComponents® *Batch Processing was implemented externally
*Text files allowed accessing to any parameter
*Windows Communication Foundation® (WCF®) interface
allowed external control

*There was very little and poor documentation on its API
* There was no official documentation on external control of
interfaces
*Batch Processing was time-consuming when opening and closing
GUI
*If controlled with WCF®, GUI had be open all the time

Structural
Tools

StaadPro® *Open API facilitated external control
*Command line interface controlled the tool externally

*The GUI had to be open while the tool was controlled from outside
*There was an API documentation but it was incomplete

Robot™ *Open API facilitated external control
*GUI was closed when Robot was controlled from outside
*Sufficient documentation on its API was available

Great complexity of the classes and the excessive amount of code
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four tools were successfully integrated with ModelCenter®, other
problems related to automation and parameterization arose. These
problems impeded the use of StaadPro® and AECOsim Building De-
signer™with ModelCenter®. In StaadPro®, for example, an inevita-
ble pop-up window appeared. This window asked for user data
input to obtain the structural analysis results and interrupted the
process automation. AECOsim Building Designer™ was not able to
generate parametric association rules for model components; so
when making a change to the model, the components disassociated
each other (i.e. a slab became disassociated from its supporting
walls) and the model lost coherence (Table 10).

Finally, GenerativeComponents® and Robot™ were the two
tools selected to create a process model in ModelCenter®, which illus-
trated that the tools can be integrated to work together within PIDO
(Fig. 3).
Table 8
Tool capabilities in Automation.

Automation capabilities

Tested tools Strengths

BIM tools AECOsim Building
Designer™

*Enabled to automate many commands and
macros via CLI
*Command sequences could be generated to
manage compound commands
*Macros could be created to automate tasks for
previously inexistent commands
*Arguments could be passed from a command line
to a macro

Revit® *Manipulation of elements was performed through
a database
*Some actions could be performed by running
journal files

PM tools GenerativeComponents® *Used a text file that contained transactions
manipulated for automation
*Only certain tasks could be automated by
managing compound commands and macros

Structural
tools

StaadPro® *SP possessed its own commands and functions to
automate actions
*Commands ran from Windows® CLI

Robot™ *It contained commands and functions to
automate actions
*Commands ran from Windows® CLI
*It ran silently and did not request the user
interface
To work with this diagram, individual work with tools was devel-
oped according to their type and a process model was created within
ModelCenter®, which included the two tools.

The following tasks were performed with GenerativeComponents®
(PM tool):

■ Parametric components were created
■ Cost design and structural analysis intelligence were embedded

within components, respectively
■ Amodel of a structural frame consisting of a beam and two columns

was created
■ Parametric associations for the beam and the columns were

established
■ A general parameter called “Total Direct Cost” for the model was

created
Weaknesses

*Limited CLI only activated the command but did not execute the subsequent
actions and requested user interaction
*Pop-up menus impeded the automation of some important actions such as: “save
as” and “export”
*The tool was not able to run silently

*Journal files did not automate all of the actions performed or manipulate the
parameters' value
*The tool did not have a CLI
*The tool was not able to run silently
*The tool did not contain a CLI
*Text files did not automate all of the actions

*When running automatically, pop-up windows appeared, stopped the automatic
process and the application returned to the interactive mode
*The tool was not able to run silently



Table 9
Tool capabilities in Parameterization.

Parameterization capabilities

Tested tools Strengths Weaknesses

BIM Tools AECOsim Building
Designer™

*Coordinates model changed and updated views without redrawing
*Allowed adding parameters to elements in a model
*Contained parametric embedded rules in elements
*Some parameters were able to be created programmatically and passed as
arguments through the CLI

*Lacked flexibility to create general project parameters
*Lacked capabilities to create system families
*Allowed only the creation of parameters in 2D
*Contained few embedded parametric rules in its
components

Revit® *Coordinated model changes and updated views without redrawing
*Allowed adding parameters to elements in a model
*Contained a lot of parametrically embedded rules in elements

*Some parametric rules impeded the combination of
certain elements
*Lacked capabilities to create system families
*Lacked flexibility to create general project parameters

PM Tools GenerativeComponents® *Had great flexibility for Parametric Modeling
*Had a symbolic diagram that showed parametric relations among
components
*Enabled complex intelligence rules
*Allowed geometric and non-geometric parameters
*Allowed enumerations as parameters' values
*Allowed highly complex parametric geometry
*Enabled the creation of custom BIM elements both graphically and
programmatically

*Did not contain preset building elements
*The symbolic diagram became extremely complex
sometimes
*There was little official documentation to program the
creation of components
*Programming added visual representation to elements
was complex
*Solving elements unions and intersections with
customized BIM elements were complex
*Multidisciplinary analyses of models were complex to
program

Structural
Tools

StaadPro® *It was possible to programmatically create parameters
*It was possible to access the parameters via its API

Robot™ *It was possible to programmatically create parameters
*It was possible to access the parameters via its API
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■ A script text file that contained all the commands and model infor-
mation was created

The following tasks were performedwith Robot™ (structural analy-
sis tool)

■ A VBA® macro was created. This macro contained all the frame
model information and the commands for the structural analysis ex-
ecution

■ Input and output data were linked to the macro through its corre-
sponding spreadsheet

The following tasks were performed within ModelCenter® (PIDO
platform):

■ A wrapper to integrate GenerativeComponents® with
ModelCenter® was created

■ A wrapper to integrate Robot™with ModelCenter® was performed

The wrapper of GenerativeComponents® made it possible to write
or record a script text file which contained all the transactions to create
and modify the components of a 3Dmodel. This file was externally run
from DOS® command line interface as an argument after the
Table 10
Main reasons for tool rejection after phase two in the research methodology.

Tool studied Wrapped to
ModelCenter?

Reason for rejection

Revit® No Impossibility of creating system
components
Impossibility of controlling the tool
externally
Impossibility of parameterizing 3D
models

AECOsim Building
Designer™

Yes Impossibility of parameterizing 3D
models

GenerativeComponents® Yes None
StaadPro® Yes Automation problem prevented

results of structural analysis
Robot™ Yes None
application execution. When the file was executed, the application's
GUI was opened, all the actions and the 3D geometry were recreated,
and the application was closed. This BP could be integrated to
ModelCenter® through an instance of the QuickWrap™ component.
Within QuickWrap™, input and output files were generated, which in-
cluded input and output variables. These variables were manipulated
from within ModelCenter® (Fig. 4).

Robot™ allows integration by an open API which enables access to
many actions and functionality. One important advantage of the Robot
™'s API is that the application can run silently without keeping its GUI
open. Therefore, a VBA® macro was written within Excel® to control
the tool externally. This macro contained all the commands to create
the frame's structuralmodel that included the geometry, loads and sup-
ports, needed to develop the structural analysis and to obtain results
(bending moments, shear force, and reactions) as outputs. Later, this
macro was integrated to ModelCenter® through an instance of the
existing Excel® plug-in, in which themacro codewas integrated and fi-
nally input variables and output variables were created and related to
the spreadsheet in the same file (Fig. 5).

After tool integrationwas performedwithinModelCenter®, an auto-
matic process model for design simulation was created (Figs. 6 and 7).
This process simulated the multidisciplinary interactions among the ar-
chitectural, structural and costing disciplines. Within ModelCenter®,
choosing the model process allowed tools to be executed sequentially,
linking them to each other via their input and output variables. In Fig.
7, the process begins with an architectural model consisting of a
frame, the direct cost and the structural design rules embedded in the
frame's components within GenerativeComponents®. This initial
model feeds both the structural model within Robot™ and a final archi-
tectural model within GenerativeComponents® with geometric and
structural data (dimensions and structural load). Finally, the structural
Fig. 3. Tool integration in a PIDO platform to simulate a design process.



Fig. 4.Wrapper for GenerativeComponents® via Batch Processing.

Fig. 5. Wrapper for Robot™ via its API (with a VBA® macro).
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Fig. 6. Simulation process with selected tools to be executed within ModelCenter®.
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modelwithin Robot™ feeds thefinal architecturalmodelwith data from
the structural analysis such as maximum bending moment, maximum
shear force and beam support reactions (Table 11).

The process model worked appropriately after running in
ModelCenter®. To begin, the initial file of GenerativeComponents®
was opened, a change of the frame length was implemented, the file
was saved and the application closed. Immediately, the updated frame
length and the design load of the frame were transferred to Robot™ as
input variables. These variables were introduced to the VBA® macro
code from the corresponding cells in its spreadsheet. Within Robot™,
a silent process was run that updated the structural frame geometry
with its new length value, performed structural analysis and obtained
Fig. 7. Links among the tool variables to transfer data t
its results. The results (maximum bending moment, maximum shear
force, beam support reactions) were transferred from the macro code
to their corresponding output cells in a spreadsheet, from which were
extracted and transferred to a final GenerativeComponents® file.
Then, this file was opened; the change of the frame length was imple-
mented in this file as well, and the model was fed with the results of
the structural analysis. Finally, the cross sections of the frame elements
were internally designed in GenerativeComponents®. Therefore, every
frame element was quantified and costed and the total frame direct
cost was updated (Figs. 8 and 9).

The design exercise developed in this phase demonstrated that it is
possible to work from PIDO with tools if they have the three previous
hrough the process model within ModelCenter®.



Table 11
Summary of the inputs and output variables to be used in the simulation process among tools.

Tool What was modeled or
performed

Inputs Outputs Purpose of outputs

GenerativeComponents® (initial
model)

Architectural model
Design of structural elements
Total direct cost

Dimensions of components
Frame load

Update the structural model

Robot™ Structural model
Structural analysis

Dimension of components
Frame load

Maximum bending
moment
Maximum shear force
Reactions of the frame
beam

Update the final architectural model

GenerativeComponents® (final model) Architectural model
Design of structural elements
Total direct cost

Maximum bending
moment
Maximum shear force
Reactions of the frame
beam

Total direct cost Update the total direct cost of the
model
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capabilities. However, the purpose of this simulation design exercise
was not to develop MDO yet. Therefore, more design alternatives were
not obtained through an optimization process in this case.

3.4. Challenges found in tools working with PIDO

There were several challenges to working with PIDO when
experimenting with tools, and according to the literature, with respect
to computing programming. This section first explains some program-
matic challenges and considerations. Then, it summarizes the chal-
lenges found into three categories: technology, documentation and
programming for each previous requisite: component interoperability,
tool automation, and parameterization.

Some of the challenges related to programming were, of course,
mentioned in the literature. Kelleher and Pausch [54] stated that if the
user needed to customize software for personal use in order to explore
ideas, such challenges would arise. In this case, the designers would
need to explore non-conventional design ideas orworkmore efficiently.
To accomplish this, designers would require computational program-
ming in order to have better capabilities and freedom to explore [15,
55]. However, the change from working with a 3D model to work
with a programming environment would introduce cognitive
challenges. These cognitive challenges would be related to an under-
standing of the syntax of programming languages, the necessary expe-
rience, and the use of independent APIs to control the tool GUIs.

The challenges found in this research to prepare an environment for
MDO included three aspects: technology, documentation, and program-
ming. These were studied for each MDO requirement in each type of
tool. Technologically, component interoperability challenges implied
much experimentation and time spent studying the tool APIs and/or
BP to achieve integration to PIDO. Technological automation challenges
included trial and error methods to manipulate models' components
Fig. 8. The frame's length and the cross sections of the structural elements were automaticall
and run analyses without human intervention or dealing with pop-up
windows. To achieve parameterization, many hours of trial and
error were required to create parameters and associations among
them. Full parameterization was not achieved in BIM tools. In terms of
documentation, the largest challenge was to investigate and collect all
disperse information due to the lack of official documentation regarding
APIs, automation and parameterization methods for BIM and PM tools.
With regards to programming challenges, it was necessary to become
familiar with several programming languages and tool APIs. The ob-
ject-oriented programming included VB.NET®, VBA®, VBScript®, C#®
and Bentley®GCScript™ according to the tool architectures. In addition,
we needed to review the scope of the tool APIs, themethods, properties
and behavior of their objects and, in some cases, to correct themethods'
errors and bugs by programming (Tables 12, 13 and 14).

3.5. Successful strategies for working with PIDO platforms

After finishing the methodology, we detected some successful strat-
egies that can help the design optimization researchers to save time, by
taking into account some important considerations. These strategies
were grouped into three categories: component Interoperability, tool
automation, and parameterization. This section lists themain strategies
for every requisite category.

3.5.1. Component Interoperability strategies
The strategies for component interoperability would depend on the

interface utilized for tool integration. This interface would be the API or
the Batch Processing. They are explained further in this subsection.

3.5.1.1. For an API. The strategies for component interoperability
between a tool and a PIDO platform would depend upon the type of
API and the desired degree of sophistication for the wrapper. However,
y fed with Robot™ data and updated in GenerativeComponents® within ModelCenter®.



Fig. 9. The total direct cost of the frame was automatically updated by the simulation process in GenerativeComponents® within ModelCenter®.
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some general strategies would consist of inquiring and working with
the API characteristics and defining the wrapper type, by considering:

■ The type of architecture and technology of the tool API. It could be
object-oriented or service-oriented. Some types are COM™,
CORBA®, Enterprise JavaBeans™, and Windows Communication
Foundation® (WCF®)

■ The possibility of controlling the tool externally through its API. This
could be achieved using Excel® or another tool

■ The API's degree of openness
■ Documentation of classes, methods and properties of the tool APIs'

objects and technical support
■ Examples of object's and/or database manipulation from outside
■ Type of method and functionality for the wrapper to be developed

within PIDO

Some tools have an API based on COM™ objects that allows the tool
to be controlled from within another application. This was the case for
AECOsim Building Designer™, StaadPro® and Robot™, which were
first communicated and controlled from within Excel®.

3.5.1.2. For Batch Processing. Integrating a tool with PIDO via BPwas sim-
pler than integrating it via its API, because there was no programming
involved. PIDO platforms offered several methods to quickly integrate
a tool. These methods included creating input and output files.
Table 12
Main challenges found in BIM tools to work with PIDO.

Challenges found in BIM tools

Technology Documentation

In Component
Interoperability

*Experimentation and time spent to
achieve external control via the API
*Experimentation and time spent when
working with Batch Processing that did
not work properly

*Research and collection
documentation on tool A
manuals)

In Automation *Manipulation of specific elements in a
model due to lack of preset commands
for it
*Completing actions due to pop-up
menus that appeared when running the
tools automatically

*Research and collection
commands, macros and c
methods were not explic

In model
Parameterization

Too much experimentation time trying to
work with parametric associations that
were not possible

Research and collection o
parameterization
Additionally, it was possible to define some types of variables such as:
string, integer, double, and enumeration. It permitted representing
any type of parameter in an optimization routine. However, it was im-
portant to inquire if the tool possessed the following:

■ The existence of BP within the tool
■ The BP capabilities and scope: printing, updating files, running com-

mands, running macros, and so on
■ BP capability to run from Windows® CLI (some BP interfaces only

ran internally)
■ The creation of command scripts and its syntax or the text file

structure
■ Documentation examples of controlling the tool from the

Windows® CLI

As the first option, researchers should try this method before wrap-
ping tools via their API because BP is much simpler than working with
an API. This was the case of GenerativeComponents® that did allow
writing a text file. This file was able to be run via Batch Mode.

3.5.2. Tool Automation strategies
Tool Automation could be performed by severalmethods depending

on the tool's design and functionality. These methods were the com-
mand line interface, macros, text files and/or databases. This section
Programming

of disperse information due to lack of official
PI (books, official forums, training and web

*Learning and experience of
several object-oriented languages
*Familiarity with each tool's API

of disperse information on commands, chains of
apabilities of command line because automation
it or clear

*Familiarity and creativity with
command chains and the creation
of macros
*Much experimentation when
passing arguments to macros via
the command line
*Familiarity with each tool's API

f disperse and limited information on Familiarity with parameterization
programming (for certain
elements)



Table 13
Main challenges found in PM tools to work with PIDO.

Challenges found in Parametric Modeling tools

Technology Documentation Programming

In Component
Interoperability

*Experimentation and time spent with Batch Processing because
there were no command scripts or an externally controlled API

*Research and collection of disperse
information about interfaces and alternative
methods of external control

Batch Processing experience with
the tool's script file and GCScript™
syntax

In Automation *Manipulation of virtual models' specific elements due to lack of a
command line interface and macros

*Research on methods to run the tool
automatically

*Familiarity with script text files
that recorded user actions and
recreated the models

In model
Parameterization

*Experimentation and time spent in the creation of custom
parametric BIM content that included intelligence, behavior and
specific parameters to carry out the optimization and analyses
both visually and programmatically

*Research of scarce API information to create
custom parametric content to allow building
systems and changes of materials

*Familiarity with C#®, Script
languages and the tool's API
*Familiarity and training with the
tool's GUI to create parametric
content by visual programming
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explains the first three strategic methods, since this work limited itself
to their study.

When the command linemethodwas used, tools were automated by
executing them without a GUI. This execution was triggered by only
pressing the enter key. Some command lines allowed combining several
commands in one action, formingmore complex commands. This helped
when the user needed to create custom actions. For example, selecting
and moving a specific wall in a model could be performed by combining
the selection and move commands of the application in just one action.

However, at times, the activation of a command only triggered an
initial action, and the user had to manually enter the rest of the data
and choose the next command's options. In other cases, there was no
command to perform a specific action in a tool. In this case, macros
could be created or recorded to automate these actions in a desired se-
quence. Occasionally, macros were able to run and arguments were
passed to them from the command line.

Text files were another method to automate a tool when there was
no command line or a macro editor. These files contained all of the pre-
viously created user actions to regenerate the model. They could be
modified in a text editor and then run via BP. This was the least flexible
method because the recorded text files only contained the actions creat-
ed by the user and, in some cases, other unrecorded actions could not be
incorporated.

3.5.3. Parameterization strategies
Parameterization capabilities were crucial but were the least com-

mon in the tools. Therefore, we had to carefully consider three strate-
gies: to select the appropriate PM tool, to become familiar with
parameterization methods, and to embed behavior and analyses within
the specific components of the tool. This subsection explains these gen-
eral strategies.

First, the authors selected a tool that contained parametric capabili-
ties by inquiring about the following:

■ The existence and functionality of existing relationships among
building elements

■ The creation of custom parameters both general and component-
specific
Table 14
Main challenges found in structural analysis tools to work with PIDO.

Challenges found in Structural tools

Technology

In Component
Interoperability

Experimentation and time spent when interfacing the tools with P

In Automation Experimentation and time spent when automating every step of m
processes to validate the results programmatically

In model
Parameterization

Experimentation and time spent when parameterizing some varia
programmatically
■ The incorporation of parameters with complex logic
■ The creation of custom associations among parameters
■ The creation of custom parametric components

It was necessary to become acquainted with the tool parameteriza-
tion methods, with the tool APIs, and with their programming
languages, which varied from tool to tool. Familiarity with parameteri-
zation methods included four concerns: reviewing the scope of the be-
havior of preset components to know what would be required
according to the model needs, adding parameters to the existing
model's components, incorporating rules into the model's parameters
and associating these rules among themselves to make the model
more dynamic either by preset commands or by visual programming,
and creating new components either graphically or programmatically
using the APIs. This implied knowing the scope, the elements, and the
programming language of the APIs.

Finally, a useful strategy was to embedmultidisciplinary behavior in
the parametric components themselves such as structural design and
costing. Embedding part of these analyses in components enabled us
to take advantage of Parametric Modeling and perform them internally
and quickly rather than needing to redirect the information and per-
form them within third-party applications. Third-party applications
were able to complete the other part of the analyses in an optimization
routine. For example,when performing structural analysis and structur-
al design, the calculation of components' internal forces was performed
by a structural third-party application and the rules to design the struc-
tural components were programmed within the components
themselves.

4. Conclusions

This research provides a solid foundation to help researchers devel-
opMDO by integrating applications to PIDO platforms in order to create
a design and optimization workflowwith the tools involved. According
to our findings, this development involves four issues. First, the evalua-
tion of computing applications in order to understand their behavior,
advantages and disadvantages regarding component interoperability,
Documentation Programming

IDO *Familiarity with tool API

odeling and structural analysis *Familiarity with tool
commands and special
functions

bles to validate the results
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automation of tools, and parameterization of models. Second, knowl-
edge of the possible challenges with respect to technology, lack of doc-
umentation, and programming issues. Third, the awareness of strategies
that can be implemented to help develop MDO. And finally, the simula-
tion of an automatic design process that involved two applications inte-
grated to a PIDO platform.

Our hypothesis is false, since not any tool can be totally used with a
PIDO platform. These tools have been principally designed to be operat-
ed by the graphical user interface. Although they are very useful tools in
the AEC industry, their developers have not fully included capabilities in
their design regarding the three requirements described: component
interoperability, automation and parameterization. For example, the
majority of them caused concerns principally with respect to automa-
tion and parameterization capabilities. Regarding component interop-
erability, the main issues detected were a low openness level of the
tool interfaces that did not enable a full integration with PIDO nor per-
mit access to a models' properties, as well as the high computational
time to control the tools via Batch Processing. In automation, the scarci-
ty of available preset commands to perform tasks impeded manipula-
tion of analyses and modification of models. Another problem was the
presence of pop-up menus enquiring user data entries. Lastly, the
tools showed problems in parameterization capabilities because the
majority did not permit the creation of real parametric associations
among components, the compatibility among certain existing compo-
nents, or the creation of parametric components, which are limited in
the current BIM and PM tools.

The difficulty to parameterize was mainly due to two things: the
way classes were encapsulated and the way Parametric Modeling algo-
rithms were implemented in modeling tools. Regarding encapsulation,
although all the modeling tools tested were object oriented, their ob-
jects had different behavior since their classeswere encapsulated differ-
ently. For example, in Revit, system components (walls, slabs, beams
and so on) are instanced by public classes whose constructor methods
are internal, and that contain private methods and properties, which
cannot be accessed programmatically. Additionally, classes are limited
only to the assembly in which they were declared. This is also why
new custom system families in Revit cannot be created, it is only possi-
ble to access to certain properties and methods like the “duplicate”
method in Revit families. However, unlike Revit® or AECOsim Building
Designer™, GenerativeComponents® contains public classes with pub-
lic methods and properties to create custom parametric content pro-
grammatically. Regarding Parametric Modeling, it is based on three
types of algorithms: a node-sort algorithm, a propagation algorithm
and a graph algorithm. The functionality of these algorithms is quite ex-
plicit in PM tools such as GenerativeComponents®. However, although
the BIM tools are based on Parametric Modeling, these algorithms work
on a preset and internal way to automatically sort BIM components and
propagate changes according to their predesigned relationships, which
are not displayed. Therefore, these parametric relationships cannot be
known or edited. GenerativeComponents®, as opposed to Revit or
AECOsim Building Designer™, allows the user to create custom para-
metric relationships providing flexibility in the model.

However, the increasing use of MDO through PIDO platforms in
the AEC industry will require tools that can interact in a single pro-
cess. To achieve this, tools should include additional capabilities
with respect to the three requirements already described. There is
an area of opportunity for tool developers to improve future tool
capabilities.

Challenges can be expectedwhen developing component interoper-
ability, automation and parameterization. This research grouped these
changes into three categories: technology, documentation, and pro-
gramming. Themain technological difficultieswere time consuming ex-
perimentation needed to couple each tool with PIDO, automate their
processes and parameterize their models. Other principal difficulties
were working with limited official documentation on the tools' non-
graphical interfaces, commands, automation, and parameterization
methods as well as to become familiar with each tool's API and their
script programming languages.

To address the tools' identified behavior, we suggest some general
strategies. For component interoperability, seek tools whose interfaces
are open. This provides sufficient freedom to integrate tools into PIDO
by controlling them from within third-party applications or from
Windows® CLI, in the case of Batch Processing. For automation, test
and validate sequentially that each action or process flows without
user intervention through the tool's GUI so that these processes finish
and generate outputs. Lastly, for parameterization, test the creation of
parameters, relationships among them, and parametric components
with embedded multidisciplinary behavior.

The design process created within PIDO in phase three worked ap-
propriately. After the tools werewrapped, it was possible to create a de-
sign process model within PIDO and perform simulations in only one
environment. This simulation automatically controlled the tools in the
desired sequence. Data were transferred from one tool to another suc-
cessfully, producing the correct outputs for the frame example, in
terms of the frame's dimensions, sections of structural elements, and di-
rect cost. This exercise demonstrated that it is possible to work from
PIDO if the tools have the three previous capabilities. However, the pur-
pose of this simulationwas not to developMDO for this article. MDO ex-
ercises for the production of multiple design alternatives dealing with
multiple conflicting objectives will be addressed in future research.

Because the tools are still undeveloped, developing MDO continues
to be a research topic. For future work, authors should test new tools
by interfacing them with optimization environments such as PIDO.
These methods would need to include integrating tools via Windows
Communication Foundation®.

On the other hand, PM tools can be useful to automatically explore
design space from conceptual design to overcome some current limita-
tions ofMDO. Further research is necessary to formalize part of the com-
plex design process.
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